DIGITAL DIRECTIONS

Nikon Super Coo/scan
4000ED and 8000ED Scanners
Jack and Sue Drafahl

Above is an old faded slide with color shift toward red.
Embedded ROC technology in the Nikon scanner corrects
color, GEM reduces grain, and ICE removes scratches.
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On this 2 1/4 transparency dust and
scratches are first located and then
removed with digital ICE.

Fades and color shifts are common in old
transparencies.

Tne Tbrrey fam/'/y freshens up with the
application of Applied Science Fiction's
embedded ROC/ICE technology.
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Although digital photography is quickly becoming a part of the photographic world, it is
important to remember that there are billions of film images that have been taken and
still more to come. These film images aren't going to just disappear because digital is
becoming a popular way to take pictures. There is a huge resource of potential jobs that
lie in shoeboxes, photo albums, slide trays, and negative pages. Your job as a photo lab
is to educate your clients and provide an increased awareness of how images can be
converted to digital and shared with friends and family.
www.focusonimagingmag.com
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(left) Optional bulkscan module
for Nikon 4000ED scanner
(right) When a film holder is
inserted into the 8000ED, the
scanner immediately identifies
the holder, and sets up the
proper software.

(left) The complete setup for the
Nikon 4000ED scanner. This model
uses adaptor modules.
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Super Coolscan

4000ED

is
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5,959 pixels in as little as 38 seconds.
Computer communication

is with a
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Which scanner you choose will depend
on the customer base you service. Keep in
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mind that although both scan 35mm
slides, the 4000ED is best suited for large
groups of slides using the batch scan module. On the flip side, the 8000ED can scan
a wider selection of film formats, including 120 and 220 films. You may even find
that your lab needs both models!
It seems to be getting harder and harder
to earn a living and make ends meet.
Photo labs need to become more creative
and expand the direction of their lab services. Most customers cannot visualize
what a service can provide; therefore it is
up to you to physically show them.
Provide comparison samples that show
scans before and after the use of the ICE
technology. Everyone will be amazed,
even your professional clients. You need to
remember that image restoration is
becoming big business. When customers
discover that old photos, once thought to
IDC beyond repair due to scratches and
fading, are now salvageable, they start
rooting through shoeboxes. With a little
promotion, you will quickly find that your
scanner will be your busiest employee,
and you don't have to pay it overtime.
Although it takes longer to scan an
image using the ICE technology (at least
twice as long), it is worth the added time.
The results are cleaner, less editing is necessary and in the end, the customer is
happier. Isn't that what it's all about?
In talking with several photo labs that
use the Nikon scanners, we found that
many have created services beyond normal scanning. One lab found a niche for
scanning in old negatives and slides and
creating a digital slide show on CD or
DVD. These automated slide shows were
then duplicated for friends and relatives to
view on their TV or computer screens.
Another lab took advantage of the APS
attachment and created digital files from
customers' APS film so they could share
digital files and inkjet prints with friends
and relatives. Some labs use project software to import the customer's scans and
create calendars, greeting cards, and wedding invitations. There is no end to the
possibilities when you put your mind to it.
Let's face it: The economy today is not

what it used to be. It will recover, but it
might take some time for it to really turn
around. This means that every equipment
purchase needs to have sure-fire return
income potential to be considered. The
key to remember is that the scanner is
your connection between the digital and
traditional worlds. The teamwork of

Nikon's Super Coolscan 4000ED and
8000ED scanners with their Digital ICE
technology makes quality and cost effectiveness a reality.
*

Jack and Sue Drafahl are freelance writers
and professional photographers living on the
Oregon Coast.

We Make Ideas Happen!
Long known as the leader in providing a wide range of film
handling technology including a full line of reliable heat
seal film splicers, Source Two today provides clients with
the engineering and manufacturing services to create
industry-changing technologies.

• Turnkey development services are
highlighted by an exciting, current initiative:
an automated one-time-use camera opener,
engineered for high volume wholesale labs, for
highly efficient, cost-effective processing of these
cameras — as well as the easy ability to fully
recycle the materials.

• Engineering/manufacturing resources to
design, implement, manufacture and support
specialized applications for automation and
handling of photographic product (film & paper
transport, metering, slitting, chopping, winding,
bar code reading and printing, etc.)
• Consulting Services for projects dealing
with automating photo lab operations.
• A Complete line of automated heat seal
film splicers, CCD infrared darkroom viewing
equipment and other products to enhance photo
processing operations.
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